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PET DEVICE , PET - MRI APPARATUS , AND FIG . 9 is a table ( 2 ) of still other exemplary corrected 
IMAGE PROCESSING METHOD counted information generated by the energy value adder 

according to the first embodiment . 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED FIG . 10 is a table ( 3 ) of still other exemplary corrected 

APPLICATIONS 5 counted information generated by the energy value adder 
according to the first embodiment . 

This application is a continuation of PCT international FIG . 11 is a diagram of a configuration of a PET - MRI 
application Ser . No . PCT / JP2012 / 050400 filed on Jan . 11 , apparatus according to a second embodiment . 
2012 which designates the United States , and which claims FIG . 12 is a diagram illustrating an arrangement of a PET 
the benefit of priority from Japanese Patent Application No . 10 ation No 10 detector according to the second embodiment . 
2011 - 003413 , filed on Jan . 11 , 2011 ; the entire contents of FIG . 13 is a functional block diagram of a configuration 

of a computer according to the second embodiment . which are incorporated herein by reference . FIG . 14 includes tables of exemplary third counted infor 
FIELD mation stored in a counted information storage unit accord 

15 ing to the second embodiment . 
FIG . 15 includes tables of exemplary fourth counted Embodiments described herein relate to a Positron Emis information stored in the counted information storage unit sion Tomography ( PET ) device , a Positron Emission according to the second embodiment . Tomography — Magnetic Resonance Imaging ( PET - MRI ) FIG . 16 is a table of exemplary first corrected counted apparatus , and an image processing method . 20 information generated by an energy value adder according to 

the second embodiment . BACKGROUND FIG . 17 is a table of exemplary second corrected counted 
information generated by the energy value adder according 

Conventional positron emission computed tomography to the second embodiment . 
( PET ) devices are known that generate a PET image repre - 25 FIG . 18 is a table of exemplary simultaneous counted 
senting the distribution in a subject of an agent that is labeled information generated by a simultaneous counted informa 
with positron - emitting radionuclides . A PET device gener - tion generator according to the second embodiment . 
ally includes a ring - shaped PET detector that is arranged so FIG . 19 is a diagram of an imaging area for PET images 
as to enclose a subject . The PET detector is formed , for reconstructed by a PET image reconstruction unit according 
example , by arranging , in a ring , multiple detector modules 30 to the second embodiment . 
including scintillators that convert gamma rays ( including FIG . 20 is a flowchart of the flow of PET image capturing 
annihilation radiation into visible light . For PET devices , performed by the PET - MRI apparatus according to the 
there may be a requirement to reduce the cost of manufac - second embodiment . 
turing the PET detectors and , for example , to reduce the FIG . 21 is a flowchart of the flow of MR image capturing 
thickness of the scintillators of the PET detectors in order to 35 performed by the PET - MRI apparatus according to the 
improve TOF ( time of flight ) temporal resolution . second embodiment . 

In conventional PET devices , however , when the thick ick - FIG . 22 is a diagram illustrating step - and - shoot according 
ness of the scintillators of the PET detector is reduced , the to a third embodiment . lo 
possibility increases of gamma rays passing without being DETAILED DESCRIPTION detected by the PET detector , which may decrease the image 
quality of a captured PET image . A PET device comprising according to an embodiment 

includes a first detector , a second detector , a counted infor BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS mation acquiring unit , an energy value adder , a simultaneous 
45 counted information generator , and an image reconstruction 

FIG . 1 is a diagram of a configuration of a PET device unit . The first detector has a ring shape , includes a plurality 
according to a first embodiment . of first scintillators , and detects gamma rays emitted from 

FIG . 2 is a cross - sectional view of PET detectors accord positron - emitting radionuclides injected into a subject . The 
ing to the first embodiment . second detector has a ring shape , includes a plurality of 

FIG . 3 includes tables of exemplary first counted infor - 50 second scintillators arranged in an arrangement surface 
mation stored in a counted information storage unit accord density lower than that of the first scintillators , is provided 
ing to the first embodiment . on the outer circumferential side of the first detector , and 

FIG . 4 includes tables of exemplary second counted detects gamma rays that have passed through the first 
information stored in the counted information storage unit detector . A counted information acquiring unit acquires , as 
according to the first embodiment . 55 first counted information , a detection position , an energy 

FIG . 5 is a table of exemplary corrected counted infor value , and a detection time regarding the gamma ray 
mation generated by an energy value adder according to the detected by the first detector and acquires , as second counted 
first embodiment . information , a detection position , an energy value , and a 

FIG . 6 is a table of exemplary simultaneous counted detection time regarding the gamma ray detected by the 
information generated by a simultaneous counted informa - 60 second detector . An energy value adder , based on the detec 
tion generator according to the first embodiment . tion time contained in the first counted information and the 

FIG . 7 is a flowchart of the flow of PET image capturing detection time contained in the second counted information , 
performed by the PET device according to the first embodi generates corrected counted information by adding the 
ment . energy value contained in the second counted information to 

FIG . 8 is a table ( 1 ) of other corrected counted informa - 65 the energy value contained in the first counted information . 
tion generated by the energy value adder according to the A simultaneous counted information generator , based on the 
first embodiment . corrected counted information generated by the energy value 
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adder , generates , as simultaneous counted information , a thereby multiplying the number of electrons , somewhat 
combination of corrected counted information on simulta - analogous to an avalanche , so that the number of electrons 
neous detection of gamma rays emitted from the positron at the anode reaches approximately 1 million . In this 
emitting radionuclide . An image reconstruction unit recon example , the photomultiplier tube has a gain factor of one 
structs a PET image in accordance with the simultaneous 5 million . Usually , a voltage of approximately 1000 volts is 
counted information generated by the simultaneous counted applied between the dynode and the anode for the amplifi 
information generator . cation using the avalanche phenomenon . 

A PET device , a PET - MRI apparatus , and an image In other words , in each detector module that forms the 
processing method according to embodiments will be PET detectors 14 and 15 , the scintillator converts gamma 
described in detail below with reference to the drawings . 10 rays to visible light , the photomultiplier tube converts the 

First Embodiment converted visible light to an electric signal , and thereby each 
First , an embodiment of a PET device will be described as detector module counts the number of gamma rays emitted 

a first embodiment . FIG . 1 is a diagram of a configuration of from the subject P , the position where a gamma ray is 
a PET device 100 according to the first embodiment . As detected , energy , and timing . 
depicted in FIG . 1 , the PET device 100 includes a gantry / 15 The scintillators of the PET detectors are formed such 
couch device 10 and a console device 20 . that , for example , in the case of LYSO , their total thickness 

The gantry / couch device 10 counts , in a monitoring is 20 mm or more so as to obtain a gamma ray detection 
period , pairs of gamma rays that are emitted from positron - efficiency of a given value or more . For example , LYSO 
emitting radionuclides that are injected into a subject P and scintillators of the PET detectors are formed such that their 
selectively taken into the living tissue of the subject P . For 20 total thickness is approximately 22 mm . For example , it is 
example , the gantry / couch device 10 includes a couchtop 11 , preferable that the thickness of the scintillator of the PET 
a couch 12 , a couch driver 13 , PET detectors 14 and 15 , and detector 14 be approximately 7 to 12 mm . It is also prefer 
a counted information acquiring unit 16 . As depicted in FIG . able that the thickness of the scintillator of the PET detector 
1 , the gantry / couch device 10 has a hollow space serving as 15 be approximately 10 to 15 mm . Note that it is preferable 
an imaging inlet . 25 that the scintillator of the PET detector 14 be thinner than the 

The couchtop 11 is a bed on which the subject P lies and scintillator of the PET detector 15 . 
the couchtop 11 is arranged on the couch 12 . The couch The scintillator of the PET detector 14 is formed such that 
driver 13 moves the subject P into the imaging inlet of the its width in the axial direction of the ring is equal to or 
gantry / couch device 10 by moving the couch 12 under the smaller than the scintillator of the PET detector 15 . FIG . 2 
control of a couch controller 23 , which will be described 30 is a cross - sectional view of the PET detector 14 and the PET 
below . detector 15 according to the first embodiment . FIG . 2 depicts 

The PET detector 14 is formed in a ring and detects scintillators 14a of the detector modules of the PET detector 
gamma rays that are emitted from the positron - emitting 14 and scintillators 15a of the detector modules of the PET 
radionuclides that are injected into the subject P . The PET detector 15 . 
detector 15 is formed in a ring and provided on the outer 35 For example , as depicted in FIG . 2 , the scintillator 14a of 
circumferential side of the PET detector 14 . The PET the PET detector 14 is formed such that its width in the axial 
detector 15 detects the gamma rays that have passed through direction of the ring is smaller than that of the scintillator 
the PET detector 14 . The PET detectors 14 and 15 are 15a of the PET detector 15 and is formed such that its width 
formed by arranging , in a ring , multiple detector modules in the circumferential direction viewed at the angle as 
and are normally provided in layers in the depth direction in 40 depicted in FIG . 1 is also small . In other words , the PET 
FIG . 1 . detector 14 positioned on the inner side has a higher arrange 
Each detector module that forms the PET detectors 14 and ment area density of scintillators and thus has a smaller pixel 

15 is a photon counting detector that detects gamma rays size . The PET detector 15 positioned on the outer side has 
emitted from the subject P . For example , each detector a lower arrangement area density of scintillators and thus 
module includes scintillators and a photomultiplier tubes 45 has a larger pixel size . The material of the scintillators 14a 
( PMT ) and may further include a light guide . The scintillator and the material of the scintillators 15a may be different 
is formed by two - dimensionally arraying Nal ( sodium from each other . 
Iodine ) , BGO ( Bismuth Germanate ) , LYSO ( Lutetium By arranging PET detectors in two layers , as described 
Yttrium Oxyorthosilicate ) , LSO ( Lutetium Oxyorthosili - above , the probability of detecting gamma rays can be 
cate ) , or LGSO ( Lutetium Oxyorthosilicate ) that converts a 50 increased . Regarding the inner PET detector , by thinning the 
gamma ray emitted from the subject P and incident on the scintillators , i . e . , reducing their width , and reducing the 
scintillator into visible light . Multiple photomultiplier tubes pixel size , the image quality of PET images can be 
are densely arranged via a light guide , multiply the visible increased . Regarding the outer PET detector , by increasing 
light emitted from the scintillator , and convert the visible the pixel size , the costs of manufacturing PET detectors can 
light into an electric signal . The light guide is formed from 55 be reduced . 
a plastic material or a glass material that has a high trans It is preferable that , as depicted in FIG . 2 , the length of the 
mittance and transmits the visible light output from the PET detector 15 in its axial direction be longer than that of 
scintillator to the photomultiplier tubes . the PET detector 14 . Accordingly , the PET detector 15 can 

The photomultiplier tube includes a photocathode that reliably detect scattered radiation due to gamma rays gen 
receives scintillation light and generates photoelectrons ; a 60 erated in the PET detector 14 . 
multistage dynode that provides an electric field that accel - FIG . 2 depicts the case where the PET detector 14 and the 
erates the generated photoelectrons ; and an anode that is an PET detector 15 are arranged such that a gap is formed 
outlet for the photoelectrons . The photoelectrons that are between the PET detectors . However , a gap is not neces 
emitted from the photocathode because of the photoelectric sarily provided between the PET detector 14 and the PET 
effect are accelerated toward the dynode and collide with the 65 detector 15 . When the gap is made small , if the ring diameter 
surface of the dynode , which produces multiple electrons . of the PET detector 15 is reduced while maintaining the 
This phenomenon is repeated over the multistage dynode , thickness of the PET detector 15 , the volume of the scintil 
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lators used for the PET detector 15 can be reduced while mation , which is acquired by the gantry / couch device 10 . 
keeping the rate of detecting gamma rays and thus , manu - For example , the console device 20 includes an input unit 
facturing costs can be reduced . Furthermore , by increasing 21 , a display unit 22 , the couch controller 23 , a counted 
the ring diameter of the PET detector 15 , the space in which information storage unit 24 , an energy value adder 25 , a 
a subject is positioned can be widened and thus a subject of 5 simultaneous counted information generator 26 , an image 
a large build can be diagnosed . reconstruction unit 27 , a data storage unit 28 , and a system 

In order to deal with output changes due to noise change controller 29 . The units of the console device 20 are con 
or chronological change , calibration is regularly performed nected via an internal bus . 
on each detector module of the PET detectors 14 and 15 . The T he input unit 21 includes a mouse and a keyboard that 
calibration includes , for example , energy calibration and 10 are used by the operator of the PET device to input various 
time calibration . The energy calibration adjusts and balances instructions and various settings and transfers , to the system 
the gain and offset of each detector module . The time controller 29 , the information on instructions and settings 
calibration balances , between detector modules , the output received from the operator . For example , the input unit 21 
timing of time information that is output when each detector receives , from the operator , a reconstruction condition for 
module detects a gamma ray . 15 reconstructing a PET image and a correction condition for 

The following refers back to the description of FIG . 1 . image correction . 
The counted information acquiring unit 16 acquires , as The display unit 22 is a monitor referred to by the operator 
counted information , information based on the results of and , under the control of the system controller 29 , displays 
counting by the PET detectors 14 and 15 . Specifically , the a PET image to the operator and displays a GUI ( graphical 
counted information acquiring unit 16 acquires , as first 20 user interface ) to receive various instructions and various 
counted information , the detection position , the energy settings from the operator via the input unit 21 . 
value , and the detection time regarding a gamma ray that is The couch controller 23 moves the subject P into the 
detected by the PET detector 14 . The counted information imaging port of the gantry / couch device 10 by controlling 
acquiring unit 16 acquires , as second counted information , the couch driver 13 . 
the detection , the energy value , and the detection time 25 The counted information storage unit 24 stores the first 
regarding a gamma ray that is detected by the PET detector counted information and the second counted information of 
15 . The counted information acquiring unit 16 acquires each detector module that are acquired by the counted 
counted information with respect to each detector module of information acquiring unit 16 . FIG . 3 includes tables of 
the PET detectors 14 and 15 and transmits the acquired exemplary first counted information stored in the counted 
counted information to the console device 20 , which will be 30 information storage unit 24 according to the first embodi 
described below . ment . FIG . 4 includes tables of exemplary second counted 

The counted information acquiring unit 16 performs an information stored in the counted information storage unit 
Anger type position calculation process in order to acquire 24 according to the first embodiment . In FIGS . 3 and 4 , “ P ” , 
the position of a detection scintillator in accordance with the “ E ” , and “ T ” denote “ scintillator number ” , “ energy value ” , 
result of counting by each detector module . Alternatively , in 35 and “ detection time ” , respectively . 
the counted information acquiring unit 16 , when the photo . For example , as shown in FIG . 3 , the counted information 
multiplier tube of the detector module is a position detection storage unit 24 stores “ P : P111 , E : E111 , T : T111 ” and 
photomultiplier tube , the detection scintillator and the light “ P : P112 , E : E112 , T : T112 ” as first counted information 
emitting position in the detection scintillator are acquired in acquired in accordance with the results of counting per 
the position detection photomultiplier tube . In this case , the 40 formed by the detector module of “ module ID : D11 " of the 
counted information acquiring unit 16 determines a scintil PET detector 14 . The counted information storage unit 24 
lator number ( P ) representing the position of a scintillator on similarly stores first counted information acquired in accor 
which a gamma ray is incident by computing the position of dance with the results of counting performed by the detector 
each photomultiplier tube , which has converted scintillation modules of “ module ID : D12 ” and “ module ID : D13 ” of the 
light to an electric signal in the same detection interval and 45 PET detector 14 . 
has output the electric signal , and computing the position of For example , as shown in FIG . 4 , the counted information 
the center of gravity from the intensity of the electric signal storage unit 24 stores “ P : P211 , E : E211 , T : T211 ” and 
The counted information acquiring unit 16 determines a total “ P : P212 , E : E212 , T : T212 ” as second counted information 
energy value ( E ) of gamma rays incident on the detector acquired in accordance with the results of counting per 
module by summing the intensity of the electric signals that 50 formed by the detector module of “ module ID : D21 ” of the 
are output by the respective photomultiplier tubes . The PET detector 15 . The counted information storage unit 24 
counted information acquiring unit 16 also acquires the similarly stores second counted information acquired in 
detection time ( T ) in which the detector module detects the accordance with the results of counting performed by the 
gamma ray . detector modules of " module ID : D22 " and " module 

The detection time ( T ) may be an absolute time or a 55 ID : D23 ” of the PET detector 15 . 
relative time from the time when the image capturing is The following refers back to the description of FIG . 1 . On 
started . The time may be the clock time or the number of the basis of the detection time contained in the first counted 
counts of the counter . In either case , the counted information information and the detection time contained in the second 
acquiring unit 16 acquires the detection time ( T ) with the counted information , the energy value adder 25 adds the 
accuracy of 10 - 12 seconds ( psec ) . Through such processes , 60 energy value contained in the second counted information to 
the counted information acquiring unit 16 acquires , as the energy value contained in the first calculated information 
counted information , “ P : scintillator number ” , “ E : energy and generates corrected counted information . 
value ” , and “ T : detection time ” that are associated with For example , on the basis of a vicinity condition that is 
" module ID ” . input by the operator via the input unit 21 , the energy value 

Once the console device 20 receives an operation of the 65 adder 25 searches for the PET detector 15 that satisfies the 
operator on the PET device , the console device 20 recon - vicinity condition on the PET detector 14 . The vicinity 
structs a PET image in accordance with the counted infor - condition defines , for example , five scintillators in total 
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including two scintillators on each of both sides of the for example , the energy value adder 25 also generates 
scintillator of the PET detector 15 right outside the scintil " P : P112 , E : E112 + E212 , T : T112 ” and “ P : P113 , E : E113 + 
lator of the PET detector 14 that has detected scintillation E213 , T : T113 ” as corrected counted information . 
light . In addition , for example , the energy value adder 25 

Specifically , the energy value adder 25 generates cor - 5 generates , as corrected counted information , “ P : P151 , 
rected counted information on the basis of a time window E : E151 + E221 , T : T151 " from a combination of first counted 
width contained in the reconstruction condition input by the information “ P : P151 , E : E151 , T : T151 ” and second counted 
operator via the input unit 21 . The value of the window value information “ P : P221 , E : E221 , T : T221 ” . Similarly , for 
is specified as , for example , 600 psec , which is the temporal example , the energy value adder 25 also generates " P : P152 , 
resolution ( FWHM ) of the detector , etc . For example , the 10 E : E152 + E222 , T : T152 ” and “ P : P153 , E : E153 + E223 , 
energy value adder 25 refers to the first counted information T : T153 ” as corrected counted information . 
shown in FIG . 3 and the second counted information shown A gamma ray that has passed through one scintillator of 
in FIG . 4 and searches for a combination of first counted the PET detector 14 may be detected by multiple scintillators 
information and second counted information where the of the PET detector 15 because of scattering , etc . In such a 
difference of the detection time ( T ) is within the " time 15 case , on the basis of the time window width and the vicinity 
window width : 600 psec ” , which is a combination that condition , the energy value adder 25 searches for a combi 
satisfies the vicinity condition . nation to be paired of first counted information and second 

Because gamma rays are emitted in approximately oppo - counted information , so that combinations of single first 
site directions when a positron emitted from the agent counted information and multiple different sets of second 
interacts with an electron and they annihilate each other , 20 count information is searched . In such a case , the energy 
with the single occurrence of gamma rays , the gamma rays value adder 25 generates corrected counted information by 
interact with two scintillators of the PET detector 14 , so that adding the energy value contained in each set of second 
the first counted information is highly likely to contain two counted information to the energy value contained in the first 
sets of information . If the first counted information contains counted information . 
two sets of information , the information is acquired from the 25 It is assumed that , for example , regarding the first counted 
detector modules directly opposite each other . information “ P : P112 , E : E112 , T : T112 ” , a combination with 

In contrast , the second counted information is highly the second counted information “ P : P211 , E : E211 , T : T211 ” , 
likely to contain information on the gamma rays , which are a combination with the second counted information 
scattered when the gamma rays generated by the single “ P : P212 , E : E212 , T : T212 " , and a combination with the 
annihilation , pass through the scintillators of the PET detec - 30 second counted information “ P : P213 , E : E213 , T : T213 ” , are 
tor 14 . By using the window width condition of 600 psec and searched . In this case , the energy value adder 25 generates , 
the vicinity condition , the information paired with the as corrected counted information , “ P : P112 , E : E112 + E211 + 
gamma ray that flew in one direction from the annihilation E212 + E213 , T : T112 ” . 
position and interacted can be chosen from the first counted As described above , the energy value adder 25 adds the 
information and the second counted information . 35 energy value contained in the second counted information to 

Regarding the time window , a time window of a width of the energy value contained in the first counted information , 
600 psec may be generated according to a reference clock so that the energy value of the gamma ray detected by the 
when occurrence of the first counted information of the PET PET detector 15 is added to the energy value of the gamma 
detector 14 is observed . Alternatively , for example , time ray detected by the PET detector 14 . Accordingly , the energy 
windows of 200 psec may be generated successively and 40 value can be compensated for of a gamma ray that has not 
four time windows containing a latter three time windows been detected by the PET detector 14 and passed through the 
starting from the time when the occurrence of the first PET detector 14 . 
counted information is observed may be regarded as one The following refers back to the description of FIG . 1 . 
window . In this case , the time window width may be The simultaneous counted information generator 26 gener 
between 600 psec and 800 psec . 45 ates , as simultaneous counted information , a combination of 

With respect to each window acquired by the searching , corrected counted information on the approximately simul 
the energy value adder 25 generates corrected counted taneous detection of gamma rays emitted from a positron 
information by adding the energy value contained in the emitting radionuclide . The time information used here is 
second counted information to the energy value contained in time information of the PET detector 14 . Here , the gamma 
the first counted information . On the basis of the corrected 50 rays are a pair of gamma rays of 511 keV that are emitted in 
counted information obtained by the adding , the energy approximately opposite directions when a positron emitted 
value adder 25 compares the energy value contained in the from the agent interacts with an electron and they annihilate 
corrected counted information and the energy value of the each other . 
gamma ray emitted from the positron - emitting radionuclide Specifically , the simultaneous counted information gen 
and leaves , as chosen data , only the corrected counted 55 erator 26 generates simultaneous counted information on the 
information where the difference between the energy values basis of the time window width contained in the reconstruc 
is within a predetermined range . The energy value adder 25 tion condition , which is input by the operator via the input 
then stores the thus extracted corrected measured informa - unit 21 , the start of the time window width , and the energy 
tion in the data storage unit 28 . window width . The value of the time window width , for 

FIG . 5 is a table of exemplary corrected counted infor - 60 example , 4 npsec , is specified in consideration of the tem 
mation generated by the energy value adder 25 according to poral resolution of the detector and the size of field of view . 
the first embodiment . For example , as shown in FIG . 5 , the Furthermore , for example , 350 keV to 650 keV is specified 
energy value adder 25 generates , as corrected counted as the value of the energy window width . 
information , “ P : P111 , E : E111 + E211 , T : T111 ” from a com - For example , the simultaneous counted information gen 
bination of the first counted information “ P : P111 , E : E111 , 65 erator 26 refers to the corrected counted information stored 
T : T111 ” shown in FIG . 3 and the second counted informa - in the data storage unit 28 and searches for a combination of 
tion “ P : P211 , E : E211 , T : T211 ” shown in FIG . 4 . Similarly , corrected counted information where the difference of the 
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detection time ( T ) is within “ time window width : 4 npsec ” First , the counted information acquiring unit 16 acquires , 
and the energy value ( E ) is within “ energy window width : as first counted information , the detection position , the 
350 keV to 650 keV ” . The simultaneous counted informa - energy value , and the detection time regarding a gamma ray 
tion generator 26 generates simultaneous counted informa detected by the PET detector 14 . The counted information 
tion by associating the combination of corrected counted 5 acquiring unit 16 acquires , as second counted information , 
information , which is obtained by searching . The simulta - the gamma ray detection position , the energy value , and the 
neous counted information generator 26 then stores , in the detection time regarding a gamma ray detected by the PET 
data storage unit 28 , the generated simultaneous counted detector 15 ( step S102 ) . 
information as projection data ( sinogram data ) or list mode Subsequently , on the basis of the detection time contained 
data on the subject P . 10 in the first counted information and the detection time 

FIG . 6 is a table of exemplary simultaneous counted contained in the second counted information , the energy 
information generated by the simultaneous counted infor - value adder 25 generates corrected counted information by 
mation generator 26 according to the first embodiment . For adding , to the energy value contained in the first counted 
example , as shown in FIG . 6 , the simultaneous counted information , the energy value contained in the second 
information generator 26 generates a combination of the 15 counted information , which satisfies a vicinity condition and 
corrected counted information “ P : P111 , E : E111 + E211 , occurring in the same time window ( step S103 ) . 
T : T111 ” and “ P : P151 , E : E151 + E221 , T : T151 " as simulta - Subsequently , on the basis of the corrected counted infor 
neous counted information that is information acquired by mation generated by the energy value adder 25 , the simul 
simultaneously counting two annihilated photons . Similarly , taneous counted information generator 26 then generates , as 
for example , the simultaneous counted information genera - 20 simultaneous counted information , a combination of cor 
tor 26 generates a combination of “ P : P112 , E : E112 + E212 , rected counted information on the approximately simulta 
T : T112 ” and “ P : P132 , E : E132 + E232 , T : T132 ” and a com neous detection of gamma rays emitted from a positron 
bination of “ P : P113 , E : E113 + E213 , T : T113 ” and “ P : P133 , emitting radionuclide ( step S104 ) . The time information 
E : E133 + E233 , T : T133 ” as simultaneous counted informa - used here is time information of the PET detector 14 . 
tion . 25 The image reconstructing unit 27 then obtains the position 

The operator can incorporate , in addition to the time where annihilated radiation occurs by a TOF technique , etc . 
window width and the energy window width , parameters for on the basis of the simultaneous counted information , which 
performing random correction to exclude accidental coinci - is generated by the simultaneous counted information gen 
dence counting , parameters for scattering correction to erator 26 , and reconstructs a PET image in accordance with 
exclude generation of counted information on scattered 30 the assembly of a large volume of data ( step S105 ) . The 
gamma rays as simultaneous counted information , param reconstructed PET image is displayed on the display unit 22 . 
eters for sensitivity correction to correct the difference in As described above , the PET device 100 according to the 
sensitivity between each detector module , and parameters first embodiment includes the PET detector 14 , the PET 
for attenuation correction to correct the energy value of a detector 15 , the counted information acquiring unit 16 , the 
gamma ray attenuated in the subject P . 35 energy value adder 25 , the simultaneous counted informa 

The following refers back to the description of FIG . 1 . tion generator 26 , and the image reconstruction unit 27 . The 
The image reconstruction unit 27 reads , as projection data , PET detector 14 is formed to be ring - shaped and detects 
the simultaneous counted information , which is generated gamma rays emitted from positron - emitting radionuclides 
by the simultaneous counted information generator 26 , from injected into the subject P . The PET detector 15 is formed to 
the data storage unit 28 and reconstructs a PET image by 40 be ring - shaped , is provided on the outer circumferential side 
performing a back projection process on the read projection of the PET detector 14 , and detects gamma rays that have 
data . The image reconstruction unit 27 stores the recon - passed through the PET detector 14 . The counted informa 
structed PET image in the data storage unit 28 . tion acquiring unit 16 acquires , as first counted information , 

The system controller 29 controls the whole PET device the detection position , the energy value , and the detection 
by controlling operations of the gantry / couch device 10 and 45 time regarding a gamma ray detected by the PET detector 14 
the console device 20 . Specifically , the system controller 29 and acquires , as second counted information , the detection 
controls the movement of the couch 12 and a counted position , the energy value , and the detection time regarding 
information acquiring process , which is performed by the a gamma ray detected by the PET detector 15 . On the basis 
counted information acquiring unit 16 . Furthermore , on the of the detection time contained in the first counted informa 
basis of setting information input by the operator via the 50 tion and the detection time contained in the second counted 
input unit 21 , the system controller 29 controls the simul - information , the energy value adder 25 generates corrected 
taneous counted information generating process , which is counted information by adding the energy value contained in 
performed by the simultaneous counted information genera - the second counted information to the energy value con 
tor 26 , and the PET image reconstructing process , which is tained in the first counted information . On the basis of the 
performed by the image reconstructing unit 27 . The system 55 corrected counted information generated by the energy value 
controller 29 controls the display unit 22 such that it displays adder 25 , the simultaneous counted information generator 
the PET image stored in the data storage unit 28 . 26 generates , as simultaneous counted information , a com 

The flow of a PET image capturing performed by the PET bination of corrected counted information on the approxi 
device 100 according to the first embodiment will be mately simultaneous detection of gamma rays emitted from 
described here . FIG . 7 is a flowchart of the flow of PET 60 a positron - emitting radionuclide . The time information used 
image capturing performed by the PET device 100 accord - here is the time information of the PET detector 14 . The 
ing to the first embodiment . As shown in FIG . 7 , once the image reconstruction unit 27 reconstructs a PET image as 
PET device 100 receives an imaging start instruction from projection data by using , as projection data , the simultane 
the operator via the input unit 21 after moving the subject P o us counted information generated by the simultaneous 
into the imaging port of the gantry / couch device 10 ( YES at 65 counted information generator 26 . In other words , in the first 
step S101 ) , the PET device 100 performs the following embodiment , the inner PET detector 14 ensures the image 
process . quality of the PET image and the inner PET detector 15 
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ensures the efficiency of detecting gamma rays . Thus , so that the energy value of the gamma ray detected by the 
according to the first embodiment , the image quality of PET detector 14 is added to the energy value of the gamma 
captured PET images can be improved . ray detected by the PET detector 15 . Accordingly , the PET 

In the first embodiment , a case is described where the detector 14 can compensate for the energy value of the 
energy value adder 25 adds the energy value contained in the 5 gamma ray that has not been detected by the PET detector 
second counted information to the energy value contained in 15 . 
the first counted information so that the PET detector 15 In the first embodiment , a case is described where the 
compensates for the energy value of a gamma ray that the energy value adder 25 compares the energy value of the 
inner PET detector 14 has not detected . corrected counted information , which is obtained by adding 
However , for example , the gamma ray having passed 10 the energy value of the first counted information to the 

without having been detected by the PET detector 14 may energy value of the second counted information , with the 
possibly be detected by the PET detector 15 first , reflected energy value of the gamma ray emitted from the positron 
by the scintillator of the PET detector 15 and , then detected emitting radionuclide and then extracts corrected counted 
by the PET detector 14 . The inner PET detector 14 may information where the energy difference is within a prede 
compensate for the energy value of the gamma ray that has 15 termined range . 
not been detected by the outer PET detector 15 . However , for example , the difference between the energy 

In such a case , as described in the first embodiment , the value of the gamma ray emitted from the positron - emitting 
energy value adder 25 searches for the PET detector 15 that radionuclide and only one of the energy value of the first 
satisfies the vicinity condition on the inner PET detector 14 counted information and the energy value of the second 
and generates the " corrected counted information obtained 20 counted information may be within the predetermined range . 
from the inner PET detector 14 ” ( see FIG . 5 ) . In such a case , for example , the energy value adder 25 may 

The energy value adder 25 further searches for the PET use only one of the energy value of the first counted 
detector 14 that satisfies a vicinity condition on the inner information and the energy value of the second counted 
PET detector 15 and generates “ corrected counted informa information to generate corrected counted information . 
tion based on the outer PET detector 15 ” . The vicinity 25 FIGS . 9 and 10 are tables of other exemplary corrected 
condition on the inner PET detector 15 defines , for example , counted information generated by the energy value adder 25 
five scintillators in total including two scintillators on each according to the first embodiment . As shown in FIG . 9 , for 
of both sides of the scintillator of the PET detector 14 right example , when generating “ corrected counted information 
outside the scintillator of the PET detector 15 that has based on the inner PET detector 14 ” , if the difference 
detected scintillation light . 30 between the energy value E112 and the energy value of a 

The energy value adder 25 here , for example , refers to the gamma ray emitted from a positron - emitting radionuclide is 
first counted information shown in FIG . 3 and the second within the predetermined range in the first counted infor 
counted information shown in FIG . 4 and searches for a mation “ P : P112 , E : E112 , T : T112 ” shown n FIG . 3 , the 
combination of first counted information and second energy value adder 25 generates " P : P112 , E : E112 , T : T112 " 
counted information where the difference of the detection 35 as corrected information . Similarly , for example , if the 
time ( T ) is within “ time window width : 600 psec ” , which is difference between the energy value E132 and the energy 
a combination that satisfies the vicinity condition on the PET value of a gamma ray emitted from a positron - emitting 
detector 15 . radionuclide is within the predetermined range in first 

The energy value adder 25 generates corrected counted counted information “ P : P131 , E : E131 , T : T131 ” shown in 
information by adding the energy value contained in the first 40 FIG . 3 , the energy value adder 25 generates “ P : P131 , 
counted information to the energy value contained in the E : E131 , T : T131 ” as corrected information by using only the 
second counted information for each combination obtained energy value E132 . 
by the searching . On the basis of the corrected counted For example , as shown in FIG . 10 , when generating 
information obtained by the adding , the energy value adder " corrected counted information based on the inner PET 
25 compares the energy value contained in the corrected 45 detector 15 ” , if the difference between the energy value 
counted information and the energy value of the gamma ray E242 and the energy value of a gamma ray emitted from a 
emitted from the positron - emitting radionuclide and leaves , positron - emitting radionuclide is within the predetermined 
as chosen data , only the corrected counted information range in the second counted information “ P : P242 , E : E242 , 
where the energy value difference is within a predetermined T : T242 ” , the energy value adder 25 generates , as corrected 
range . Thereafter , the energy value adder 25 stores the thus 50 information , “ P : P242 , E : E242 , T : T242 ” by using only the 
extracted corrected counted information as " corrected energy value E242 . Similarly , for example , if the difference 
counted information obtained from the outer PET detector between the energy value E252 and the energy value of a 
15 " in the data storage unit 28 . gamma ray emitted from a positron - emitting radionuclide is 

FIG . 8 is a table of other exemplary corrected counted within the predetermined range in the second counted infor 
information generated by the energy value adder 25 accord - 55 mation “ P : P252 , E : E252 , T : T252 ” , the energy value adder 
ing to the first embodiment . As shown in FIG . 8 , for 25 generates , as corrected information , “ P : P252 , E : E252 , 
example , the energy value adder 25 generates , as corrected T : T252 " by using only the energy value E252 . 
counted information , “ P : P241 , E : E241 + E161 , T : T241 " from As described here , when the energy value adder 25 
a combination of second counted information " P : P241 , generates each of the " corrected counted information based 
E : E241 , T : T241 ” and first counted information “ P : P161 , E : 60 on the inner PET detector 14 " and the “ corrected counted 
E161 , T : T161 " . Similarly , for example , the energy value information based on the outer PET detector 15 ” , the simul 
adder 25 generates , as corrected counted information , taneous counted information generator 26 refers to any one 
“ P : P251 , E : E251 + E181 , T : T251 ” and “ P : P261 , E : E261 + of the " corrected counted information based on the inner 
E191 , T : T261 ” . PET detector 14 ” and the " corrected counted information 
As described above , the energy value adder 25 adds the 65 based on the inner PET detector 15 " and searches for a 

energy value contained in the first counted information to the combination of corrected counted information where the 
energy value contained in the second counted information , detection time ( T ) is within a given time window width and 
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the energy value ( E ) is within a given energy window width The PET detectors 41 to 44 detect , as counted informa 
and generates simultaneous counted information . Alterna - tion , gamma rays that are emitted from positron - emitting 
tively , the energy value adder 25 may refer to both of radionuclides that are injected into the subject P . The PET 
“ corrected counted information based on the inner PET detectors 41 to 44 are formed in a ring and are arranged on 
detector 14 ” and “ corrected counted information based on 5 the inner circumferential side of the transmitting high 
the inner PET detector 15 ” and generate simultaneous frequency coil 35 . For example , the PET detectors 41 to 44 
counted information . are formed by arranging , in a ring , multiple detector mod 

Second Embodiment ules including scintillators and photodetectors . The scintil 
An embodiment of a PET - MRI apparatus will be lator is , for example , a LYSO , LSO , or LGSO . The photo 

described as a second embodiment . FIG . 11 is a diagram of 10 detector is , for example , a semiconductor detector , such as 
a configuration of a PET - MRI apparatus 200 according to SiPM ( silicon photomultiplier including an APD ( ava 
the second embodiment . As depicted in FIG . 11 , the PET - lanche photodiode ) device . The PET detectors 41 to 44 
MRI apparatus 200 includes a static magnetic field magnet transmit the detected counted information to the counted 
31 , a couch 32 , a gradient coil 33 , a gradient coil driver information acquiring unit 45 . 
circuit 34 , a transmitting high - frequency coil 35 , a trans - 15 Arrangement of the PET detectors 41 to 44 will be 
mitter 36 , a receiving high - frequency coil 37 , a receiver 38 , described in detail here . FIG . 12 is a diagram illustrating an 
an MR data acquiring unit 39 , a PET detector power supply arrangement of the PET detectors 41 to 44 according to the 
40 , PET detectors 41 to 44 , counted information acquiring second embodiment . A dot 48 shown in FIG . 12 denotes the 
unit 45 , a computer 46 , and a sequence controller 47 . magnetic field center of the static magnetic field . The 

The static magnetic field magnet 31 generates a static 20 transmitting high - frequency coil 35 is not illustrated in FIG . 
magnetic field in a cylindrical bore . The bore is formed as an 12 . 
inner wall of an approximately - cylindrical gantry in which As depicted in FIG . 12 , the PET detectors 41 to 44 are 
the static magnetic field magnet 31 and the gradient coil 33 formed by densely arranging , along a cylindrical surface 
are housed . The couch 32 includes a couchtop 32a on which coaxial with a bore 49 , detector modules arranged in the 
a subject P is set . When imaging is performed , the couch 32 25 axial direction of the bore 49 and the PET detectors 41 to 44 
moves the subject P into a static magnetic field by moving are arranged in the bore 49 . The PET detector 42 is arranged 
the couchtop 32a into the bore . on the outer circumferential side of the PET detector 41 . The 

The gradient coil 33 applies , to the subject P , gradient PET detector 42 detects gamma rays that have passed 
magnetic fields Gx , Gy , and GZ whose magnetic field through the PET detector 41 . The PET detector 43 is 
intensities change linearly in the X , Y , and Z directions . The 30 arranged apart from the PET detector 41 along the axial 
gradient coil 33 is formed to be approximately cylindrical direction of the bore 49 such that the magnetic field center 
and is arranged on the inner circumferential side of the static of the static magnetic field locates between the PET detector 
magnetic filed magnet 31 . The gradient coil driver circuit 34 43 and the PET detector 41 . The PET detector 44 is provided 
drives the gradient coil 33 under the control of the sequence on the outer circumferential side of the PET detector 43 . The 
controller 47 . 35 PET detector 44 detects gamma rays that have passed 

The transmission high - frequency coil 35 applies a high - through the PET detector 43 . 
frequency magnetic field to the subject P , which is set in the The scintillators of the PET detectors are formed such 
static magnetic field , in accordance with a high - frequency that , for example , in the case of LYSO , their total thickness 
pulse transmitted from the transmitter 36 . The transmitting is 20 mm or more so as to obtain a gamma ray detection 
high - frequency coil 35 is formed to be approximately cylin - 40 efficiency of a given value or more . For example , an LYSO 
drical and arranged on the inner circumferential side of the scintillator of each PET detector is formed such that its total 
gradient coil 33 . The transmitter 36 transmits a high - fre - thickness is approximately 22 mm . For example , it is 
quency pulse to the transmitting high - frequency coil 35 preferable that the thickness of the scintillator of the PET 
under the control of the sequence controller 47 . detectors 41 and 43 be approximately 7 to 12 mm . It is also 

The receiving high - frequency coil 37 detects a magnetic 45 preferable that the thickness of the scintillator of the PET 
resonance signal that is emitted from the subject P in detectors 42 and 44 be approximately 10 to 15 mm . Note that 
response to application of the high - frequency magnetic field it is preferable that the scintillator of the PET detectors 41 
and the gradient magnetic field . For example , the receiving and 43 be thinner than the scintillator of the PET detectors 
high - frequency coil 37 is a surface coil that is arranged on 43 and 44 . 
the surface of the subject P in accordance with a region to be 50 As depicted in FIG . 12 , also in the second embodiment , 
imaged . For example , when the body of the subject P is the scintillator of the PET detectors 41 and 43 is formed such 
imaged , two receiving high - frequency coils 37 are arranged that its width in the axial direction of the ring is equal to or 
above and below the subject . The receiver 38 receives the smaller than the scintillator of the PET detectors 42 and 44 . 
magnetic resonance signal , which is detected by the receiv . For example , as depicted in FIG . 12 , each scintillator of 
ing high - frequency coil 37 , under the control of the sequence 55 the PET detectors 41 and 43 is formed such that its width in 
controller 47 . The receiver 38 transmits the received mag the axial direction of the ring is smaller than that of the 
netic resonance signal to the MR data acquiring unit 39 . scintillator of the PET detectors 42 and 44 and is formed 

The MR data acquiring unit 39 acquires the magnetic such that its width is also small in the circumferential 
resonance signal , which is transmitted from the receiver 38 , direction viewed at the angle as depicted in FIG . 1 . In other 
under the control of the sequence controller 47 . The MR data 60 words , the PET detectors 41 and 43 positioned on the inner 
acquiring unit 39 amplifies and detects the acquired mag - side have a higher arrangement area density of scintillators 
netic resonance signal , performs A / D conversion on the and thus have a smaller pixel size . The PET detectors 42 and 
magnetic resonance signal , and then transmits the magnetic 44 positioned on the outer side have a lower arrangement 
resonance signal to the computer 46 . The PET detector area density of scintillators and thus have a larger pixel size . 
power supply 40 supplies a power for driving photodetec - 65 The material of the scintillators of the PET detectors 41 and 
tors , such as photomultiplier tubes , to the PET detectors 41 43 and the material of the scintillators of the PET detectors 
to 44 . 42 and 44 may be different from each other . 
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By arranging PET detectors in two layers as described condition for reconstructing a PET image and a correction 
above , the probability of detecting gamma rays can be condition for image correction . The input unit 46a also 
increased . Regarding the inner PET detectors , by thinning receives an imaging condition related to MR image captur 
the scintillators , i . e . , reducing their width , and reducing the ing . 
pixel size , the image quality of PET images can be 5 The display unit 46b is a monitor referred by the operator 
increased . Regarding the outer PET detectors , by increasing and , under the control of the system controller 46i , displays 
the pixel size , the costs of manufacturing the PET detectors a PET image or an MR image and displays a GUI ( graphical 
can be reduced . user interface ) to receive various instructions and various 

The following refers back to the description of FIG . 11 . settings from the operator via the input unit 46a . 
The counted information acquiring unit 45 acquires , as 10 The counted information storage unit 46c stores first 
counted information , information based on the results of counted information , second counted information , third 
counting by the PET detectors 41 to 44 . As the counted counted information , and fourth counted information of each 
information acquiring unit 16 of the first embodiment does , detector module that are acquired by the counted informa 
the counted information acquiring unit 45 acquires , as tion acquiring unit 45 . For example , the counted information 
counted information , “ P : scintillator number ” , “ E : energy 15 storage unit 460 stores information similar to the first 
value ” , and “ T : detection time ” that are associated with counted information shown in FIG . 3 as first counted infor 
" module ID ” for uniquely specifying a detector module . mation acquired in accordance with the result of counting 

Specifically , the counted information acquiring unit 45 performed by a detector module of the PET detector 41 . For 
acquires , as first counted information , the detection position , example , the counted information storage unit 460 stores 
the energy value , and the detection time regarding a gamma 20 information similar to the second counted information 
ray detected by the PET detector 41 . The counted informa - shown in FIG . 3 as second counted information acquired in 
tion acquiring unit 45 acquires , as second counted informa accordance with the result of counting performed by a 
tion , the detection position , the energy value , and the detec - detector module of the PET detector 42 . 
tion time regarding a gamma ray detected by the PET The counted information storage unit 46c further stores 
detector 42 . The counted information acquiring unit 45 25 third counted information and fourth counted information . 
acquires , as third counted information , the detection posi - FIG . 14 includes tables of exemplary third counted infor 
tion , the energy value , and the detection time regarding a mation stored in the counted information storage unit 460 
gamma ray detected by the PET detector 43 . The counted according to the second embodiment . FIG . 15 includes 
information acquiring unit 45 acquires , as fourth counted tables of exemplary fourth counted information stored in the 
information , the detection position , the energy value , and the 30 counted information storage unit 46c according to the sec 
detection time regarding a gamma ray detected by the PET ond embodiment . In FIGS . 14 and 15 , “ P ” , “ E ” , and “ T ” 
detector 44 . denote " scintillator number ” , “ energy value ” , and “ detection 

The computer 46 receives various operations from the time ” , respectively . 
operator and controls the whole PET - MRI apparatus 200 in For example , as shown in FIG . 14 , the counted informa 
accordance with the received operations . For example , the 35 tion storage unit 460 stores “ P : P311 , E : E311 , T : T311 ” and 
computer 46 reconstructs an MR image on the basis of a “ P : P312 , E : E312 , T : T312 ” as third counted information 
magnetic resonance signal transmitted from the MR data acquired in accordance with the results of counting per 
acquiring unit 39 . The computer 46 reconstructs a PET formed by the detector module of “ module ID : D31 ” of the 
image on the basis of the counted information acquired by PET detector 43 . The counted information storage unit 46c 
the counted information acquiring unit 45 . The sequence 40 similarly stores third counted information acquired in accor 
controller 47 captures a PET image and an MR image by dance with the results of counting performed by the detector 
controlling each unit in accordance with various imaging modules of “ module ID : D32 " and " module ID : D33 ” of the 
sequences executed for imaging . PET detector 43 . 

A case is described above where the single computer 46 For example , as shown in FIG . 15 , the counted informa 
includes each above - described unit . For example , in con - 45 tion storage unit 460 stores “ P : P411 , E : E411 , T : T411 ” and 
sideration of the load of the computer 46 , multiple comput - “ P : P412 , E : E412 , T : 4212 ” as fourth counted information 
ers may separately include each of the above - described acquired in accordance with the results of counting per 
units . For example , two computers may be used , one includ formed by the detector module of " module ID : D41 ” of the 
ing functional units related to PET imaging and the other PET detector 44 . The counted information storage unit 460 
including functional units related to MR imaging . 50 similarly stores fourth counted information acquired in 

The computer 46 shown in FIG . 11 will be described in accordance with the results of counting performed by the 
detail below . FIG . 13 is a functional block diagram of a detector modules of " module ID : D42 ” and “ module 
configuration of the computer 46 according to the second ID : D43 ” of the PET detector 44 . 
embodiment . As depicted in FIG . 13 , the computer 46 The following refers back to the description of FIG . 13 . 
includes an input unit 46a , a display unit 46b , a counted 55 On the basis of the counted information stored in the counted 
information storage unit 46c , an energy value adder 46d , a information storage unit 460 , the energy value adder 46d 
simultaneous counted information generator 46e , a PET generates corrected counted information . As the energy 
image reconstruction unit 46f , an MR image reconstruction value adder 25 of the first embodiment does , the energy 
unit 46g , a data storage unit 46h , and a system controller 46i . value adder 46d generates corrected counted information on 
The units of the computer 46 are connected via an internal 60 the basis of a time window width contained in the recon 
bus . struction condition input by the operator via the input unit 

The input unit 46a includes a mouse and a keyboard that 46a . 
are used by the operator of the PET - MRI apparatus 200 to Specifically , the energy value adder 46d generates first 
input various instructions and various settings and transfers , corrected counted information by summing the energy value 
to the system controller 46i , the information on instructions 65 contained in the first counted information and the energy 
and settings received from the operator . For example , the value contained in the second counted information , which 
input unit 46a receives , from the operator , a reconstruction are generated in the same time window . Furthermore , the 
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energy value adder 46d generates second corrected counted the energy value contained in the second counted informa 
information by summing the energy value contained in the tion , which are generated in the same time window , so that 
third counted information and the energy value contained in the energy value of the gamma ray detected by the PET 
the fourth counted information , which are generated in the detector 42 is added to the energy value of the gamma ray 
same time window . The energy value adder 46d then stores 5 detected by the PET detector 41 . In addition , the energy 
each set of generated corrected counted information in the value adder 46d adds the energy value contained in the 
data storage unit 46h . fourth counted information to the energy value contained in 

Specifically , the energy value adder 46d searches for a the third counted information , which are generated in the 
combination of first counted information and second same time window , so that the energy value of the gamma 
counted information , which is a combination satisfying the 10 ray detected by the PET detector 44 is added to the energy 
vicinity condition , and obtains the energy value of first value of the gamma ray detected by the PET detector 43 . 
corrected counted information by summing the energy val - Accordingly , the energy values can be compensated for of 
ues . The energy value adder 46d similarly searches for a the gamma rays having passed without having been detected 
combination of third counted information and fourth by the PET detectors 41 and 43 . 
counted information , which is a combination satisfying the 15 The following refers back to the description of FIG . 13 . 
vicinity condition , and obtains the energy value of second The simultaneous counted information generator 46e gen 
corrected information by summing the energy value . On the erates , as simultaneous counted information , a combination 
basis of each summed energy value of the corrected counted of corrected counted information or of counted information 
information , the energy value adder 46d then makes a on the approximately simultaneous detection of gamma 
comparison with the energy of annihilation radiation emitted 20 rays . As the simultaneous counted information generator 26 
from a positron - emitting radionuclide and leaves , as chosen of the first embodiment does , the simultaneous counted 
data , only corrected counted information where the differ - information generator 46e generates simultaneous counted 
ence between the energy values is within a predetermined information in accordance with the time window width 
range . contained in the reconstruction condition , which is input by 

FIG . 16 is a table of exemplary first corrected counted 25 the operator via the input unit 21 , the start of the time 
information generated by the energy value adder 46d window width , and the energy window width . 
according to the second embodiment . For example , as On the basis of the first corrected counted information and 
shown in FIG . 16 , the energy value adder 46d generates , as the second corrected counted information , the simultaneous 
first corrected counted information , " P : P111 , E : E111 + E211 , counted information generator 46e generates , as simultane 
T : T111 ” from a combination of the first counted information 30 ous counted information , a combination of corrected 
“ P : P111 , E : E111 , T : T111 ” shown in FIG . 3 and the second counted information on the approximately simultaneous 
counted information “ P : P211 , E : E211 , T : T211 ” shown in detection of gamma rays emitted from a positron - emitting 
FIG . 4 . Similarly , for example , the energy value adder 46d radionuclide . 
also generates “ P : P112 , E : E112 + E212 , T : T112 ” and Regarding the corrected counted information obtained as 
“ P : P113 , E : E113 + E213 , T : T113 ” as first corrected counted 35 simultaneous counted information , the simultaneous 
information . counted information generator 46e further generates , as 

In addition , for example , the energy value adder 46d simultaneous counted information , the first counted infor 
generates , as first corrected counted information , “ P : P151 , mation and the second counted information of the first 
E : E151 + E221 , T : T151 " from a combination of the first correction counted information and the third counted infor 
counted information “ P : P151 , E : E151 , T : T151 ” and the 40 mation and the fourth counted information of the second 
second counted information " P : P221 , E : E221 , T : T221 ” . corrected counted information . The simultaneous counted 
Similarly , for example , the energy value adder 46d also information generator 46e also generates , as simultaneous 
generates “ P : P152 , E : E152 + E222 , T : T152 ” and “ P : P153 , counted information , the counted information of the first 
E : E153 + E223 , T : T153 " as first corrected counted informa corrected counted information and the counted information 
tion . 45 of the second corrected counted information . Furthermore , 

FIG . 17 is a table of exemplary second corrected counted the simultaneous counted information generator 46e may 
information generated by the energy value adder 46d generate , as simultaneous counted information , a combina 
according to the second embodiment . For example , as tion of the first corrected counted information and one of the 
shown in FIG . 17 , the energy value adder 46d generates , as third counted information and the fourth counted informa 
second corrected counted information , “ P : P311 , E : E311 + 50 tion or a combination of the second corrected counted 
E411 , T : T311 ” from a combination of the third counted information and one of the first counted information and the 
information “ P : P311 , E : E311 , T : T311 ” shown in FIG . 14 second counted information . The simultaneous counted 
and the fourth counted information “ P : P411 , E : E411 , information generator 26 flags the generated simultaneous 
T : T411 ” shown in FIG . 15 . Similarly , for example , the counted information as projection data ( sinogram data ) or 
energy value adder 46d generates “ P : P313 , E : E313 + E413 , 55 list mode data on the subject P and stores the simultaneous 
T : T313 ” and “ P : P313 , E : E313 + E413 , T : T313 ” as second counted information in the data storage unit 46h . 
corrected counted information . When simultaneous counted information is generated , if 

Furthermore , for example , the energy value adder 46d the simultaneous counted information is a combination of 
generates , as second corrected counted information , two sets of counted information of one of the first corrected 
“ P : P351 , E : E351 + E421 , T : T351 " from a combination of 60 counted information and the second corrected counted infor 
third counted information “ P : P351 , E : E351 , T : T351 ” and mation or a combination of four sets of counted information , 
fourth counted information “ P : P421 , E : E421 , T : T421 ” . the simultaneous counted information generator 46e stores 
Similarly , for example , the energy value adder 46d generates the simultaneous counted information in the data storage 
“ P : P352 , E : E352 + E422 , T : T352 ” and “ P : P353 , E : E353 + unit 46h in association with high - resolution identifying 
E423 , T : T353 ” as second corrected counted information . 65 information representing that the simultaneous counted 
As described above , the energy value adder 46d sums the information is information with which a high - resolution 

energy value contained in the first counted information and PET image is acquired because data leading to noise is 
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excluded . It is determined which combination is selected in unit 46h in association with the high - resolution identifying 
accordance with the processing capacity and processing time information and the simultaneous imaging identifying infor 
of the computer 46 . mation . 

Furthermore , when simultaneous counted information is For example , the simultaneous counted information gen 
generated , if the simultaneous counted information is on 5 erator 46e generates , as simultaneous counted information , 
gamma rays having passed through an effective imaging a combination of the first corrected counted information 
area for MR images , the simultaneous counted information “ P : P112 , E : E112 + E212 , T : T112 ” shown in FIG . 16 and the 
generator 46e stores the simultaneous counted information fourth counted information “ P : P412 , E : E412 , T : T412 ” 
in the data storage unit 46h in association with simultaneous shown in FIG . 15 . In this case , the simultaneous counted 
imaging identifying information representing that the simul - information generator 46e stores the generated simultaneous 
taneous counted information is information on an area where counted information in the data storage unit 46h in associa 
an MR image and a PET image can be captured simultane - tion with the simultaneous imaging identifying information . 
ously . For example , the simultaneous counted information gen 

For example , when simultaneous counted information is 15 erator 46e generates , as simultaneous counted information , 
generated , if the simultaneous counted information is a a combination of the second corrected counted information 
combination of the first corrected counted information and “ P : P312 , E : E312 + E412 , T : T312 ” shown in FIG . 17 and the 
the fourth counted information or a combination of the third second counted information “ P : P212 , E : E212 , T : T212 ” 
corrected counted information and the second counted infor shown in FIG . 4 . In this case , the simultaneous counted 
mation , the simultaneous counted information generator 46e 20 information generator 46e stores the generated simultaneous 
stores the simultaneous counted information in the data counted information in the data storage unit 46h in associa 
storage unit 46h in association with the simultaneous imag - tion with the simultaneous imaging identifying information . 
ing identifying information FIG . 18 shows an example where simultaneous counted 

In recent years , a technique referred to as TOF ( Time of information , high - resolution identifying information , and 
Flight ) is known in which a time difference of detecting a 25 simultaneous imaging identifying information are associated 
pair of annihilation gamma rays is used to accurately specify into one set of information . Alternatively , each set of infor 
the position where the gamma rays are emitted . Form ation may be associated with each other and may be stored 
example , if the simultaneous counted information is a com in different tables . 
bination of the first corrected counted information and the The following refers back to the description of FIG . 13 . 
fourth counted information or a combination of the third 30 d 30 The PET image reconstruction unit 46f reads , from the data 

storage unit 46h , the simultaneous counted information corrected counted information and the second counted infor generated by the simultaneous counted information genera mation , the simultaneous counted information generator 46e tor 46e and reconstructs a PET image by performing a back may specify the position where the gamma rays are emitted projection process on the read projection data . The PET by using TOF etc . , and , if the identified position is within an 35 image reconstruction unit 46f stores the reconstructed PET area between the PET detector 41 and the PET detector 43 , image in the data storage unit 46h . the simultaneous imaging identifying information may be FIG . 19 is a diagram of an imaging area for PET images 
associated with simultaneous counted information . reconstructed by the PET image reconstruction unit 46f 

FIG . 18 is a table of exemplary simultaneous counted according to the second embodiment . As depicted in FIG . 
information generated by the simultaneous counted infor - 40 19 , in the PET - MRI apparatus 200 , an effective imaging area 
mation generator 46e according to the second embodiment . 50 surrounded by the inner circumference of the PET 
As shown in FIG . 18 , the simultaneous counted information detector 41 and an effective imaging area 51 surrounded by 
generator 46e generates , as simultaneous counted informa - the inner circumference of the PET detector 43 are effective 
tion , a combination of the first corrected counted informa - imaging areas related to only PET images . 
tion “ P : P111 , E : E111 + E211 , T : T111 ” and “ P : P151 , E : E151 + 45 A PET image related to the effective imaging area 50 is 
E221 , T : T151 ” shown in FIG . 16 . In this case , the reconstructed in accordance with , for example , the simulta 
simultaneous counted information generator 46e stores the neous counted information “ P : P111 , E : E111 + E211 , T : T111 , 
generated simultaneous counted information in the data P : P121 , E : E121 + E221 , T : T121 ” shown in FIG . 18 . A PET 
storage unit 46h in association with the high - resolution image related to the effective imaging area 50 is recon 
identifying information . 50 structed in accordance with , for example , the simultaneous 

For example , the simultaneous counted information gen - counted information “ P : P311 , E : E311 + E411 , T : T311 , 
erator 46e generates , as simultaneous counted information , P : P321 , E : E321 + E421 , T : T321 ” shown in FIG . 18 . 
a combination of the second corrected counted information Regarding the effective imaging areas 50 and 51 , the PET 
“ P : P311 , E : E311 + E411 , T : T311 ” and “ P : P351 , E : E351 + detectors 41 and 43 detect gamma rays with a small pixel 
E421 , T : T351 ” shown in FIG . 17 . In this case , the simulta - 55 size and gamma rays having not been detected by the PET 
neous counted information generator 46e stores the gener detectors 41 and 43 are compensated for by the PET 
ated simultaneous counted information in the data storage detectors 42 and 43 . Accordingly , regarding the effective 
unit 46h in association with the high - resolution identifying imaging areas 50 and 51 , high - resolution PET images , i . e . , 
information . PET images with a higher space resolution and higher 

For example , the simultaneous counted information gen - 60 quantitative performance , can be obtained . 
erator 46e generates , as simultaneous counted information , Furthermore , as depicted in FIG . 19 , an area 52 that is 
a combination of the first corrected counted information formed at the center part of the space connecting the inner 
“ P : P152 , E : E152 + E222 , T : T152 " shown in FIG . 16 and the circumference of the PET detector 41 and the inner circum 
second corrected counted information “ P : P352 , E : E352 + ference of the PET detector 43 and incorporates the mag 
E422 , T : T352 " shown in FIG . 17 . In this case , the simulta - 65 netic field center 48 serves as the effective imaging area 
neous counted information generator 46e stores the gener where a PET image and an MR image can be captured 
ated simultaneous counted information in the data storage simultaneously . The effective imaging area 52 related to 
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PET images and MR images has a shape of cones with their reconstruction condition for reconstructing a PET image , a 
bottom surfaces attached to each other . correction condition for image correction , and an imaging 

A PET image related to the effective imaging area 52 may condition regarding MR image capturing . The system con 
be reconstructed in accordance with the simultaneous troller 46i controls the sequence controller 47 in accordance 
counted information “ P : P122 , E : E122 + E222 , T : T122 , 5 with the received various conditions . The system controller 
P : P322 , E : E322 + E422 , T : T322 ” . 46i controls the display unit 466 to display the PET image 

Also regarding the effective imaging area 52 , the PET or the MR image stored in the data storage unit 46h . 
detectors 41 and 43 detect gamma rays with a small pixel The flow of PET image capturing performed by the 
size and gamma rays having not been detected by the PET PET - MRI apparatus 200 according to the second embodi 
detectors 41 and 43 are compensated for by the PET 10 ment will be described here . FIG . 20 is a flowchart of the 
detectors 42 and 44 . Accordingly , regarding the effective flow of PET image capturing performed by the PET - MRI 
imaging area 52 , PET images with a higher space resolution apparatus 200 according to the second embodiment . As 
and higher quantitative performance can be obtained . shown in FIG . 20 , once the PET - MRI apparatus 200 , after 

As depicted in FIG . 19 , an effective imaging area 53 moving the subject P into the bore , receives a PET - image 
positioned around the effective imaging area 52 related to 15 capturing start instruction from the operator via the input 
PET images and MR images is also an effective imaging unit 46a ( YES at step S201 ) , the PET - MRI apparatus 200 
area where a PET image and an MR image can be captured performs the following process . 
simultaneously . The effective imaging area 53 is an area First , the counted information acquiring unit 45 acquires , 
where gamma rays are detected approximately simultane - as first to fourth counted information , the detection posi 
ously by a pair of the scintillator of the PET detector 41 , 20 tions , the energy values , and the detection time regarding 
which is arranged on the end on the side of the magnetic field gamma rays detected by the PET detectors 41 to 44 ( step 
center 48 , and the scintillator of the PET detector 44 , which S202 ) . 
is arranged on the end on the opening side of the bore 49 , or Subsequently , on the basis of the detection time contained 
a pair of a scintillator of the PET detector 43 , which is in the first counted information and the detection time 
arranged on the end on the side of the magnetic field center 25 contained in the second counted information , the energy 
48 , and a scintillator of the PET detector 42 , which is value adder 46d generates first corrected counted informa 
arranged on the end on the opening side of the bore 49 . tion by adding the energy value contained in the second 

A PET image related to the effective imaging area 53 may counted information to the energy value contained in the first 
be reconstructed in accordance with the simultaneous counted information ( step S203 ) . Furthermore , on the basis 
counted information “ P : P112 , E : E112 + E212 , T : T112 , 30 of the detection time contained in the third counted infor 
P : P412 , E : E412 , T : T412 ” or “ P : P312 , E : E312 + E412 , mation and the detection time contained in the fourth 
T : T312 , P : P212 , E : E212 , T : T212 ” . counted information , the energy value adder 46d generates 
Regarding the effective imaging area 53 , one of the PET second corrected counted information by adding the energy 

detectors that have detected gamma rays is an outer PET value contained in the fourth counted information to the 
detector with a pixel size larger than that of the inner PET 35 energy value contained in the third counted information 
detector . Thus , although the space resolution is lower than ( step S204 ) . 
those of the effective imaging areas 50 to 52 , a PET image Subsequently , the simultaneous counted information gen 
of the effective imaging area 53 can be obtained . Accord - erator 46e generates , as simultaneous counted information , 
ingly , the area where a PET image and an MR image can be a combination of the first corrected counted information , a 
simultaneously captured can be broadened . 40 combination of the second corrected counted information , a 

The following refers back to the description of FIG . 13 . combination of the first corrected counted information and 
The MR image reconstruction unit 46g reconstructs an MR the second corrected counted information , a combination of 
image on the basis of the magnetic resonance signals the first corrected counted information and the fourth cor 
acquired by the MR data acquiring unit 39 . For example , the rected counted information , and a combination of the third 
MR image reconstruction unit 46g arranges the magnetic 45 corrected counted information and the second counted infor 
resonance signals , which are acquired by the MR data mation , each of which is a combination on the simultaneous 
acquiring unit 39 , in a k space and generates k space data . detection of gamma rays ( step S205 ) . The time information 
The MR image reconstruction unit 46g generates an internal used here is the time information of the used PET detector 
MR image of the subject Pby performing a post process , i . e . , 41 or 43 . 
a reconstruction process such as the Fourier transform , on 50 The PET image reconstruction unit 46f reconstructs a PET 
the generated k space data . image by using , as projection data , the simultaneous counted 

The data storage unit 46h stores various types of infor - information generated by the simultaneous counted infor 
mation and various programs . For example , the data storage mation generator 46e ( step S206 ) . The captured PET image 
unit 46h stores each set of corrected counted information , is displayed on , for example , the display unit of the com 
which is generated by the energy value adder 46d . The data 55 puter 46 . 
storage unit 46h stores the simultaneous counted informa - The flow of MR image capturing performed by the 
tion , high - resolution identifying information , and simulta - PET - MRI apparatus 200 according to the second embodi 
neous imaging identifying information that are generated by ment will be described here . FIG . 21 is a flowchart of the 
the simultaneous counted information generator 26 . The flow of PET image capturing performed by the PET - MRI 
data storage unit 46h also stores the PET images recon - 60 apparatus 200 according to the second embodiment . As 
structed by the PET image reconstruction unit 46f and the shown in FIG . 21 , once the PET - MRI apparatus 200 , after 
MR images reconstructed by the MR image reconstruction moving the subject P into the bore , receives a MR - image 
unit 46g . capturing start instruction from the operator via the input 

The system controller 46i controls the whole PET - MRI unit 46a ( YES at step S301 ) , the PET - MRI apparatus 200 
apparatus 200 by controlling operations of each unit of the 65 performs the following process . 
PET - MRI apparatus 200 according to instructions from the First , by controlling the gradient coil 33 , the transmitter 
operator . For example , the system controller 46i receives a 36 , the receiver 38 , and the MR data acquiring unit 39 , the 
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sequence controller 47 executes the imaging sequence set by a gamma ray detected by the PET detector 43 and acquires , 
the operator and acquires magnetic resonance signals ( step as fourth counted information , the detection position , the 
S302 ) . energy value , and the detection time regarding a gamma ray 

The computer 46 reconstructs an MR image on the basis detected by the PET detector 44 . The energy value adder 46d 
of the acquired magnetic resonance signals ( step S303 ) . The 5 generates first corrected counted information by adding the 
captured MR image is displayed on the display unit of the energy value contained in the second counted information to computer 46 . the energy value contained in the first counted information The PET image capturing shown in FIG . 20 and the MR and generates second corrected counted information by image capturing shown in FIG . 21 may be perfumed inde adding the energy value contained in the fourth counted pendently or in parallel . 10 information to the energy value contained in the third As described above , the PET - MRI apparatus 200 accord counted information . On the basis of the first corrected ing to the second embodiment includes the static magnetic counted information and the second corrected counted infor field magnet 31 , the receiving high - frequency coil 37 , the 
MR image reconstruction unit 46g , the PET detectors 41 to mation , the simultaneous counted information generator 46e 
44 , the counted information acquiring unit 45 , the energy 15 gen herov 15 generates , as simultaneous counted information , a combi 
value adder 46d , the simultaneous counted information nation of first corrected counted information on simultane 
generator 46e , and the PET image reconstruction unit 46f . ous detection of gamma rays , a combination of second 
The static magnetic field magnet 31 generates a static corrected counted information on simultaneous detection of 
magnetic field in the cylindrical bore . The receiving high gamma rays , and a combination of first corrected counted 
frequency coil 37 detects a magnetic resonance signal emit - 20 information and second corrected counted information on 
ted from the subject P , which is put in the static magnetic simultaneous detection of gamma rays . Thus , according to 
field , in response to application of a high - frequency pulse the second embodiment , the PET detectors 41 and 43 are 
and a gradient magnetic field to the subject P . The MR image arranged away from the vicinity of the magnetic field center 
reconstruction unit 46g reconstructs an MR image on the serving as the imaging effective area for MR images . 
basis of the magnetic resonance signals detected by the 25 Accordingly , according to the second embodiment , image 
receiving high - frequency coil 37 . The PET detectors 41 and quality degradation of MR images due to the effects of the 
43 detect gamma rays emitted from positron - emitting radio - PET detectors can be reduced . 
nuclides that are injected into the subject P . The PET In the second embodiment , the counted information 
detectors 42 and 44 are provided on the outer circumferen - acquiring unit 45 further acquires , as second counted infor 
tial side of the PET detectors 41 and 43 and detect gamma 30 mation , the detection position regarding a gamma ray 
rays that have passed through the PET detectors 41 and 43 . detected by the PET detector 42 and further acquires , as 
The counted information acquiring unit 45 acquires , as first fourth counted information , the detection position regarding 
counted information , the detection positions , the energy a gamma ray detected by the PET detector 44 . The simul 
values , and the detection time regarding gamma rays taneous counted information generator 46e further gener 
detected by the PET detectors 41 and 43 and acquires , as 35 ates , as simultaneous counted information , a combination of 
second counted information , the detection positions , the first corrected counted information and fourth counted infor 
energy values , and the detection time regarding gamma rays mation on the simultaneous detection of gamma rays and a 
detected by the PET detectors 42 and 44 . On the basis of the combination of third corrected counted information and 
detection time contained in the first counted information and second counted information on the simultaneous detection 
the detection time contained in the second counted infor - 40 of gamma rays . Accordingly , according to the second 
mation , the counted information acquiring unit 45 generates embodiment , a PET image and an MR image can be 
corrected counted information by adding the energy value captured simultaneously in a broader area . 
contained in the second counted information to the energy . In the second embodiment , when the simultaneous 
value contained in the first counted information . On the basis counted information generator 46e generates simultaneous 
of the corrected counted information generated by the 45 counted information , if the simultaneous counted informa 
energy value adder 46d , the simultaneous counted informa - tion is on a gamma ray that has passed through the effective 
tion generator 46e generates , as simultaneous counted infor - imaging area for MR images , the simultaneous counted 
mation , a combination of corrected counted information on information generator 46e stores the simultaneous counted 
the simultaneous detection of gamma rays emitted from a information in the data storage unit 46h in association with 
positron - emitting radionuclide . The PET image reconstruc - 50 simultaneous imaging identifying information representing 
tion unit 46f reconstructs a PET image by using the simul - that the simultaneous counted information is information on 
taneous counted information , which is generated by the an area where an MR image and a PET image can be 
simultaneous counted information generator 46e , as projec - captured simultaneously in the area . Thus , according to the 
tion data . In other words , in the second embodiment , the second embodiment , it is easily determined whether the 
inner PET detectors 41 and 43 ensure the space resolution 55 simultaneous counted information is on the effective imag 
and of PET images and the outer PET detectors 42 and 44 ing area for MR images . Accordingly , for example , a radi 
ensure the gamma ray detection efficiency . Accordingly , ologist etc . can be informed of whether a clinical PET image 
according to the second embodiment , the space solution and is captured simultaneously with an MR image or whether a 
quantitative performance of imaged PET images can be clinical MR image is captured simultaneously with a PET 
improved . 60 image . 

In the second embodiment , the PET detector 41 and the In the second embodiment , a case is described where the 
PET detector 43 are arranged apart from each other along the energy value adder 46d adds the energy value contained in 
axial direction of the bore such that the magnetic field center the second counted information to the energy value con 
of the static magnetic field is between the PET detector 43 tained in the first counted information and adds the energy 
and the PET detector 41 . The counted information acquiring 65 value contained in the fourth counted information to the 
unit 45 acquires , as third counted information , the detection energy value contained in the third counted information and 
position , the energy value , and the detection time regarding thus the outer PET detectors 42 and 44 compensate for the 
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energy values of gamma rays that have not been detected by gradually moves sequentially to an approximately center 
the inner PET detectors 41 and 43 . position of the PET detector 43 , an approximately canter 

However , for example , as described in the first embodi position of an area between the PET detector 41 and the PET 
ment , the inner PET detectors 41 and 43 may compensate for detector 43 , and an approximately center position of the PET 
the energy values of gamma rays that have not been detected 5 detector 41 . 
by the outer PET detectors 42 and 44 . Accordingly , as depicted in FIG . 22 , the receiving high 

In this case , as is the case of the first embodiment , the frequency coil 37 , which is attached to the imaging position 
energy value adder 46d searches for the PET detector 42 that of the subject P , gradually moves . Specifically , the receiving 
satisfies the vicinity condition on the inner PET detector 41 high - frequency coil 37 gradually moves , in the axial direc 
and the energy value adder 46d generates “ first corrected 10 tion of the bore 49 , a distance d that is half of the interval 
counted information based on the inner PET detector 41 ” between the center of the PET detector 41 and the center of 
The energy value adder 46d searches for the PET detector 41 the PET detector 43 . As a result , the region to be imaged is 
that satisfies the vicinity condition on the outer PET detector moved in the axial direction of the bore 49 sequentially to an 
42 and the energy value adder 25 generates “ first corrected area 55 where only a PET image can be captured , an area 56 
counted information based on the outer PET detector 42 " 15 where a PET image and a PET image can be captured 
( see FIG . 8 ) . Similarly , the energy value adder 46d generates simultaneously , and an area 54 where only a PET image can 
" second corrected counted information based on the inner b e captured . 
PET detector 43 ” and “ second corrected counted informa For example , when the region to be imaged is moved to 
tion based on the outer PET detector 44 ” . the approximately center position of the PET detector 41 or 

Here , for example , when the difference between the 20 the approximately center position of the PET detector 43 , the 
energy value of the gamma ray emitted from the positron - computer 46 controls the PET - MRI apparatus 200 so as to 
emitting radionuclide and only one of the energy value of the capture a PET image . When the region to be imaged is 
first counted information and the energy value of the second moved to the approximately center position of the area 
counted information is within the given value , the energy between the PET detector 41 and the PET detector 43 , the 
value adder 46d may generate first corrected counted infor - 25 computer 46 controls the PET - MRI apparatus 200 to capture 
mation by using only one of the energy value of the first a PET image and / or an MR image . Accordingly , it is 
counted information and the energy value of the second possible to sequentially capture a PET image and capture an 
counted information ( see FIGS . 9 and 10 ) . Similarly , when MR image and / or a PET image while gradually moving the 
the difference between the energy value of the gamma ray region to be imaged . 
emitted from the positron - emitting radionuclide and only 30 In the first to third embodiments , a case is described 
one of the energy value of the third counted information and where detection positions are acquired where not only 
the energy value of the fourth counted information is within gamma rays detected by the inner PET detectors but gamma 
the given value , the energy value adder 46d may generate rays detected by the outer PET detectors are acquired . 
second corrected counted information by using only one of However , for example , the outer PET detector does not need 
the energy value of the third counted information and the 35 to acquire any gamma ray detection position . In such a case , 
energy value of the fourth counted information . because it is unnecessary to arrange multiple scintillators in 
As described above , when the energy value adder 46d the axial direction of the bore , costs of PET detectors can be 

generates “ first corrected counted information based on the further reduced . 
inner PET detector 41 " , " first corrected counted information Furthermore , in the first to third embodiments , a case is 
based on the outer PET detector 42 ” , “ second corrected 40 described where PET detectors are arranged in two layers . 
counted information based on the inner PET detector 43 ” . However , embodiments of the PET device , PET - MRI appa 
and “ second corrected counted information based on the ratus , and image processing method are not limited to them . 
outer PET detector 44 ” , the simultaneous counted informa For example , PET detectors may be arranged in three layers 
tion generator 46e may generate simultaneous counted infor or more . In other words , an additional PET detector is 
mation by using the “ first corrected counted information 45 arranged on the outer side of the outer PET detector . 
based on the inner PET detector 41 ” and the “ second Accordingly , gamma rays that have not detected by the inner 
corrected counted information based on the inner PET PET detectors can be compensated more accurately . 
detector 43 ” and generate simultaneous counted information In the second and third embodiments , a case is described 
by using the “ first corrected counted information based on where two pairs of PET detectors arranged in two layers are 
the outer PET detector 42 ” and the " second corrected 50 arranged . However , embodiments of the PET - MRI apparatus 
counted information based on the outer PET detector 44 " . are not limited to this . For example , three or more pairs of 
The energy value adder 46d may generate simultaneous PET detectors arranged in two layers may be arranged along 
counted information with reference to all the corrected the axial direction of the bore . In other words , even if three 
counted information . or more pairs of PET detectors 13a and 13b are arranged , a 

Third Embodiment 55 PET image and an MR image can be captured simultane 
A third embodiment will be described here . In the third ously in areas between each PET detector . 

embodiment , a case will be described where , in the PET In the first embodiment , a case is described where a pair 
MRI apparatus 200 described in the second embodiment of PET detectors arranged in two layers is arranged . How 
imaging is repeated while gradually moving the couchtop ever , embodiments of the PET device are not limited to this . 
32a , on which the subject P is put , into the bore 49 in the 60 For example , as is the case of the PET - MRI apparatus 200 
axial direction . Such imaging method is referred to as described in the second and third embodiments , multiple 
step - and - shoot . pairs of PET detectors arranged in two layers may be 

FIG . 22 is a diagram illustrating step - and - shoot according arranged . In such a case , for example , the PET device 100 
to the third embodiment . In the step - and - shoot , the couch 32 according to the first embodiment further includes a ring 
moves the subject P along the axial direction of the bore 49 65 shaped third PET detector that is arranged apart from the 
by moving the couchtop 32a . The computer 46 controls the PET detector 14 along the axial direction of the PET detector 
couch 32 such that the region to be imaged of the subject P 14 and detects gamma rays emitted from positron - emitting 
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radionuclides injected into the subject P . The PET device tion including a detection position , an energy value , 
100 is provided on the outer circumferential side of the third and a detection time regarding the at least one gamma 
PET detector and further includes a ring - shaped fourth PET ray detected by one of the second scintillators ; 
detector that detects gamma rays that have passed through when a difference between the detection time comprised 
the third PET detector . As the counted information acquiring 5 by the first counted information and the detection time 
unit 45 described in the second embodiment does , the comprised by the second counted information is within 
counted information acquiring unit 16 acquires the detection a time window width that is selected to determine 
position , the energy value , and the detection time regarding whether the first counted information and the second 
a gamma ray detected by each PET detector . As the energy counted information correspond to said at least one 
value adder 25 described in the second embodiment does , 10 gamma ray , generate corrected counted information for 
the energy value adder 46d generates corrected counted said at least one gamma ray by adding the energy value 
information by adding the energy value detected by the outer comprised by the second counted information for said 
PET detector to the energy value detected by the inner PET at least one gamma ray to the energy value comprised 
detector . As the simultaneous counted information generator by the first counted information for said at least one 
26 described in the second embodiment does , the simulta - 15 gamma ray ; 
neous counted information generator 46e generates , as based on the corrected counted information , generate 
simultaneous counted information , a combination of cor simultaneous counted information based on a combi 
rected counted information on simultaneous detection of nation of the corrected counted information on simul 
gamma rays . taneous detection of the plurality of gamma rays emit 
As described above , according to the first to third embodi - 20 ted from the positron - emitting radionuclides ; and 

ments , a PET device , a PET - MRI apparatus , and an image reconstruct a PET image in accordance with the simulta 
processing method can be achieved that can improve the neous counted information . 
image quality of captured PET images . 2 . The PET device according to claim 1 , wherein the first 

While certain embodiments have been described , these scintillators have a first thickness , and the second scintilla 
embodiments have been presented by way of example only , 25 tors have a second thickness that is greater than the first 
and are not intended to limit the scope of the inventions . thickness . 
Indeed , the novel embodiments described herein may be 3 . The PET device according to claim 1 , further compris 
embodied in a variety of other forms ; furthermore , various ing : 
omissions , substitutions and changes in the form of the a third PET detector having a ring shape and having a 
embodiments described herein may be made without depart - 30 third radius , the third PET detector including a plurality 
ing from the spirit of the inventions . The accompanying of third scintillators arranged in a ring shape defining 
claims and their equivalents are intended to cover such an outer circumferential side , arranged apart from the 
forms or modifications as would fall within the scope and first scintillators along the axial direction of the first 
spirit of the inventions . scintillators , and configured to detect a plurality of 

What is claimed is : second gamma rays emitted from the positron - emitting 
1 . A positron emission computed tomography ( PET ) radionuclides injected into the subject ; and 

device comprising : a fourth PET detector having a ring shape and having a 
a first PET detector having a ring shape and having a first fourth radius greater third radius , the fourth PET detec 

radius , the first PET detector including a plurality of tor including a plurality of fourth scintillators arranged 
first scintillators arranged in a ring shape and config - 40 in a ring shape and configured to detect at least one 
ured to detect a plurality of gamma rays emitted from second gamma ray of the plurality of second gamma 
positron - emitting radionuclides injected into a subject , rays that has passed through the third scintillators , the 
the ring shape of the plurality of first scintillators ring shape of the plurality of fourth scintillators defin 
defining an outer circumferential side ; ing an inner circumferential side , wherein the third PET 

a second PET detector having a ring shape and having a 45 detector and the fourth PET detector are concentric , 
second radius greater than the first radius , the second wherein the outer circumferential side of the third 
PET detector including a plurality of second scintilla plurality of scintillators faces the inner circumferential 
tors arranged in a ring shape and configured to detect at side of the fourth plurality of scintillators , and wherein 
least one gamma ray of the plurality of gamma rays that the third PET detector and the fourth PET detector are 
has passed through the first scintillators , the ring shape 50 axially spaced from the first PET detector and the 
of the plurality of second scintillators defining an inner second PET detector , 
circumferential side , wherein the first PET detector and wherein 
the second PET detector are concentric , wherein the the processor acquires third counted information includ 
outer circumferential side of the first plurality of scin ing a detection position , an energy value , and a detec 
tillators faces the inner circumferential side of the 55 tion time regarding the plurality of second gamma rays 
second plurality of scintillators , wherein a pixel size of detected by one of the third scintillators and acquires 
the second scintillators is larger than a pixel size of the fourth counted information including a detection posi 
first scintillators , wherein a length of the second PET tion , an energy value , and a detection time regarding 
detector in its axial direction is longer than that of the the at least one second gamma ray detected by one of 
first PET detector ; and 60 the fourth scintillators and determines the first counted 

a processor in communication with the plurality of first information and the second counted information for 
scintillators and the plurality of second scintillators , the said at least one gamma ray , and the third counted 
processor configured to information and the fourth counted information for said 

acquire first counted information including a detection at least one second gamma ray , 
position , an energy value , and a detection time regard - 65 the processor generates said corrected counted informa 
ing the plurality of gamma rays detected by one of the tion as first corrected counted information for said at 
first scintillators and acquire second counted informa least one gamma ray by adding the energy value 
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comprised by the second counted information for said the second scintillators is larger than a pixel size of the 
at least one gamma ray to the energy value comprised first scintillators , wherein a length of the second PET 
by the first counted information for said at least one detector in its axial direction is longer than that of the 
gamma ray and generates second corrected counted first PET detector ; and 
information for said at least one second gamma ray by 5 a processor in communication with the high - frequency 
adding the energy value comprised by the fourth coil , the plurality of first scintillators , and the plurality 
counted information for said at least one second gamma of second scintillators , the processor configured to 
ray to the energy value comprised by the third counted reconstruct an MR image based on the magnetic reso 
information for said at least one second gamma ray , and nance signal detected by the high - frequency coil ; 

based on the first corrected counted information and the 10 acquire first counted information including a detection 
second corrected counted information , the processor position , an energy value , and a detection time regard 
generates the simultaneous counted information based ing the plurality of gamma rays detected by one of the 
on a combination of the first corrected counted infor first scintillators and acquire second counted informa 
mation on the simultaneous detection of the plurality of tion including a detection position , an energy value , 
gamma rays emitted from the positron - emitting radio - 15 and a detection time regarding the at least one gamma 
nuclides , a combination of the second corrected ray detected by one of the second scintillators ; 
counted information on simultaneous detection of the when a difference between the detection time comprised 
plurality of second gamma rays emitted from the posi by the first counted information and the detection time 
tron - emitting radionuclides , and a combination of the comprised by the second counted information is within 
first corrected counted information and the second 20 a time window width that is selected to determine 
corrected counted information on simultaneous detec whether the first counted information and the second 
tion of the plurality of gamma rays and the plurality of counted information correspond to said at least one 
second gamma rays emitted from the positron - emitting gamma ray , generate corrected counted information for 
radionuclides , each of the combinations comprising a said at least one gamma ray by adding the energy value 
sum of corresponding ones of the energy values . comprised by the second counted information for said 

4 . The PET device according to claim 1 , wherein at least one gamma ray to the energy value comprised 
the processor is configured to compare an energy value by the first counted information for said at least one 

comprised by the generated corrected counted infor gamma ray ; 
mation with an energy value of the plurality of gamma based on the corrected counted information , generate 
rays emitted from the positron - emitting radionuclides 30 simultaneous counted information based on a combi 
and chooses the corrected counted information where a nation of the corrected counted information on simul 
difference between the energy value comprised by the taneous detection of the plurality of gamma rays emit 
generated counted information and the energy value of ted from the positron - emitting radionuclides ; and 
the plurality of gamma rays emitted from the positron reconstruct a PET image in accordance with the simulta 
emitting radionuclides is within a predetermined range , 35 neous counted information . 
and 6 . The PET - MRI apparatus according to claim 5 , wherein 

the processor is configured such that , based on the cor - the first scintillators have a first thickness , and the second 
rected counted information which is chosen , the pro - scintillators have a second thickness that is greater than the 
cessor generates the simultaneous counted information . first thickness . 

5 . A positron emission computed tomography - magnetic 40 7 . The PET - MRI apparatus according to claim 5 , further 
resonance imaging ( PET - MRI ) apparatus comprising : comprising : 

a static magnetic field magnet configured to generate a a third PET detector having a ring shape and having a 
static magnetic field in a cylindrical bore ; third radius , the third PET detector including a plurality 

a high - frequency coil configured to detect a magnetic of third scintillators arranged in a ring shape to define 
resonance signal emitted from a subject placed in the 45 an outer circumferential side and arranged apart from 
static magnetic field , in response to application of a the first scintillators along an axial direction of the 
high - frequency pulse and a gradient magnetic field to cylindrical bore such that a magnetic field center of the 
the subject ; static magnetic field is between the first scintillators 

a first PET detector having a ring shape and having a first and the third scintillators ; and 
radius , the first PET detector including a plurality of 50 a fourth PET detector having a ring shape and having a 
first scintillators arranged in a ring shape and config fourth radius greater than the third radius , the fourth 
ured to detect a plurality of gamma rays that are emitted PET detector including a plurality of fourth scintillators 
from positron - emitting radionuclides that are injected arranged in a ring shape and configured to detect at 
into the subject , the ring shape of the plurality of first least one second gamma ray of the plurality of second 
scintillators defining an outer circumferential side ; 55 gamma rays that has passed through the third scintil 

a second PET detector having a ring shape and having a lators , the ring shape of the plurality of fourth scintil 
second radius greater than the first radius , the second lators defining an inner circumferential side , wherein 
PET detector including a plurality of second scintilla the third PET detector and the fourth PET detector are 
tors arranged in a ring shape and configured to detect at concentric , wherein the outer circumferential side of 
least one gamma ray of the plurality of gamma rays that 60 the third plurality of scintillators faces the inner cir 
has passed through the first scintillators , the ring shape cumferential side of the fourth plurality of scintillators , 
of the plurality of second scintillators defining an inner and wherein the third PET detector and the fourth PET 
circumferential side , wherein the first PET detector and detector are axially spaced from the first PET detector 
the second PET detector are concentric , wherein the and the second PET detector , 
outer circumferential side of the first plurality of scin - 65 wherein 
tillators faces the inner circumferential side of the the processor acquires third counted information includ 
second plurality of scintillators , wherein a pixel size of ing a detection position , an energy value , and a detec 
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tion time regarding the plurality of second gamma rays 10 . The PET - MRI apparatus according to claim 5 , 
detected by one of the third scintillators and acquires wherein , upon generation of the simultaneous counted infor 
fourth counted information including a detection posi mation , when the simultaneous counted information is on 
tion , an energy value , and a detection time regarding one of the plurality of gamma rays that has passed through 
the at least one second gamma ray detected by one of 5 an effective imaging area for MR images , the processor 
the fourth scintillators and determines the first counted stores the simultaneous counted information in association 
information and the second counted information for a with simultaneous imaging identifying information repre 

said at least one gamma ray , and the third counted senting that the simultaneous counted information is infor 
information and the fourth counted information for said mation on an area where the MR image and the PET image 

* 10 can be captured simultaneously . at least one second gamma ray , 11 . The PET - MRI apparatus according to claim 5 , wherein the processor generates said corrected counted informa the processor is configured such that tion as first corrected counted information for said at the processor compares an energy value comprised by the least one gamma ray by adding the energy value generated corrected counted information with the comprised by the second counted information for said energy value of the plurality of gamma rays emitted 
at least one gamma ray to the energy value comprised from the positron - emitting radionuclides and chooses 
by the first counted information for said at least one corrected counted information where a difference 
gamma ray and generates second corrected counted between the energy value comprised by the generated 
information for said at least one second gamma ray by corrected counted information and the energy value of 
adding the energy value comprised by the fourth 20 the plurality of gamma rays emitted from the positron 
counted information for said at least one second gamma emitting radionuclides is within a predetermined range , 
ray to the energy value comprised by the third counted and 
information for said at least one second gamma ray , and based on the corrected counted information , which is 

based on the first corrected counted information and the chosen by the processor , the processor generates the 
second corrected counted information , the processor 25 simultaneous counted information . 
generates simultaneous counted information based on a 12 . The PET - MRI apparatus according to claim 5 , 
combination of the first corrected counted information wherein each of the first scintillators is formed such that its 
on the simultaneous detection of the plurality of gamma length in an axial direction of the ring shape is smaller than 
rays emitted from the positron - emitting radionuclides , that of each of the second scintillators . 
a combination of the second corrected counted infor - 30 13 . An image processing method comprising : 
mation on simultaneous detection of the plurality of detecting , by a first PET detector having a ring shape and 
second gamma rays emitted from the positron - emitting having a first radius , the first PET detector including a 
radionuclides , and a combination of the first corrected plurality of first scintillators arranged in a ring shape to 
counted information and the second corrected counted define an outer circumferential side , a plurality of 
information on simultaneous detection of the plurality 35 gamma rays that are emitted from positron - emitting 
of gamma rays and plurality of second gamma rays radionuclides that are injected into a subject ; 
emitted from the positron - emitting radionuclides , each detecting , by a second PET detector having a ring shape 
of the combinations comprising a sum of corresponding and having a second radius greater than the first radius , 
ones of the energy values . the second PET detector including a plurality of second 

8 . The PET - MRI apparatus according to claim 7 , wherein 40 scintillators arranged in a ring shape , at least one 
the processor is configured such that the processor further gamma ray of the plurality of gamma rays that has 
generates the simultaneous counted information to further passed through the first scintillators , the ring shape of 
comprise a combination of the first corrected counted infor the plurality of second scintillators defining an inner 
mation and the fourth counted information on the simulta circumferential side , wherein the first PET detector and 
neous detection of the plurality of gamma rays and the 45 the second PET detector are concentric , wherein the 
plurality of second gamma rays and a combination of the outer circumferential side of the first plurality of scin 
third counted information and the second counted informa tillators faces the inner circumferential side of the 
tion on the simultaneous detection of the plurality of gamma second plurality of scintillators , wherein a pixel size of 
rays and the plurality of second gamma rays . the second scintillators is larger than a pixel size of the 

9 . The PET - MRI apparatus according to claim 7 , further 50 first scintillators , and wherein a length of the second 
comprising : PET detector in its axial direction is longer than that of 

a driver configured to move the subject along the axial the first PET detector ; 
direction of the cylindrical bore ; and acquiring first counted information including a detection 

wherein the processor is configured to control the driver position , an energy value , and a detection time regard 
such that the driver moves a region to be imaged of the 55 ing the plurality of gamma rays detected by one of the 
subject to an approximate center of any one of the first scintillators and acquiring second counted infor 
plurality of first scintillators and the plurality of third mation including a detection position , an energy value , 
scintillators and an approximately center position of an and a detection time regarding the at least one gamma 
area between the first scintillators and the third scin ray detected by one of the second scintillators ; 
tillators , perform control such that the PET image is 60 when a difference between the detection time comprised 
captured when the region to be imaged is moved to an by the first counted information and the detection time 
approximately center position of the first scintillators or comprised by the second counted information is within 
the third scintillators , and control the MRI image a time window width that is selected to determine 
and / or the PET image to be captured when the region whether the first counted information and the second 
to be imaged is moved to the approximately center 65 counted information correspond to said at least one 
position of the area between the first scintillators and gamma ray , generating corrected counted information 
the third scintillators . for said at least one gamma ray by adding the energy 
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value contained in the second counted information for 
said at least one gamma ray to the energy value 
contained in the first counted information for said at 
least one gamma ray ; 

generating , as simultaneous counted information , a com - 5 
bination of the corrected counted information on simul 
taneous detection of the plurality of gamma rays emit 
ted from the positron - emitting radionuclides , based on 
the corrected counted information ; and 

reconstructing a PET image in accordance with the simul - 10 
taneous counted information . 

14 . The PET device according to claim 1 , wherein each of 
the first scintillators is formed such that its length in an axial 
direction of the ring shape is smaller than that of each of the 
second scintillators . 15 


